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Canadian Youth Speaks 

  

Australian lawyers prepare evidence for war crimes tribunal  

While Ban Ki Moon plans to appoint a panel to look into Sri Lanka’s war crime 

tribunal, Australian lawyers have joined forces with the International Commission of 

Jurists to take witness statements and prepare evidence for any upcoming tribunals.  

Click for interview with John Dowd ,President of the International Commission of 

Jurists Australia, on Radio Australia  

Excerpts from ‘Toronto Tamil 

spokesman explains the history, 

crisis in Sri Lanka’ , by Senthan 

Nada– 27 April 2010. Read Article 

 

Many reports from international 

organizations suggest that there are 

still thousands of IDPs remain in  

camps; while up to 15,000 Tamils 

are being held in undisclosed 

regions of the country because they 

have alleged ties to the Tamil 

Tigers. 

  

The 92,000 Tamils who did return to 

their place of origin found their 

home and or village completely 

demolished, another 93,000 were 

staying with host families and others 

were forced into rehabilitation 

centers where they must adapt the 

Sinhalese culture and learn a trade. 

  

The camps are militarily guarded 

and overcrowded and the prisoners 

are “poorly fed.”  

  

Western nations are now  

prosecuting the Sri Lankan 

government over war and human 

rights crimes.   

 

The U.S. State Department accused 

the Government of killing or forcing 

disappearance of lawyers and 

journalists. 

   

The recent Human Rights Watch 

(HRW) report, compiled through 

interviews with prosecutors, 

humanitarian workers, detainees 

and relatives of detainees, called 

upon the Sri Lankan government to 

release the more than 11,000 

Tamils. 

   

“Permanent, peaceful and 

acceptable solution for the long 

suffering Tamils, needs to be found 

soon by keeping in mind their 

freedom with dignity and rights to 

self – determination,”  said Nada. 
War Crimes Day- Remembering May Massacre– Lest We Forget 

 One year on, let us remember the thousands of Tamil civilians killed for simply  

voicing their desire to live freely, with respect and dignity.  

 Martin Place Amphitheatre, Tuesday 18th May, 6pm to 8pm. 

SL cricketers blocked from visiting the Dalai Lama  

Despite ongoing efforts to portray Sri Lanka as a proud Buddhist nation, 

Colombo has blocked 2 members of it’s cricket team from visiting the 

Dalai Lama over fear of damaging it’s relationship with China, the country 

which attempted to cover up war crimes committed by the GoSL.   More... 

Pardon to Tamil journalist Tissainayagam 

Catholic aid agency describe camp conditions as ‘difficult’  

Caritas, one of the few agencies permitted to operate in Sri Lanka, has reported 

that some 90,000 remain displaced and forced to withstand water shortages under 

extremely high temperatures. Furthermore the director of Caritas described the 

educational facilities for the children within the camps as ‘inadequate’. More... 

The Sri Lankan court of appeals has suspended a court martial against 

detained ex-army chief Sarath Fonseka, until a decision has been made 

based on the validity of legal proceedings against him. Rajapakse ordered the 

arrest of Fonseka after the election results were announced and suspiciously after 

Fonseka agreed to cooperate with the UN in a war crimes investigation. More... 

IIFA awards sans Tamil actors and screening of ‘Raavan’  

Mani Ratnam has called off the much anticipated screening of his film 

‘Raavan’ at International Indian Film Academy’s (IIFA) awards 

ceremony which is to be held in Sri Lanka from June 3-5. This decision 

comes after top Tamil actors, Rajnikanth, Kamal Hasan, Vijay, Ajith 

and Suriya and other eminent personalities decided to boycott the 

ceremony over Sri Lanka’s brutal attack on Tamils. More...  

Rajapakse has pardoned J.S Tissainayagam whose 20 year 

sentence for articles he published, concerning the plight of the 

Tamil minority, drew international condemnation.  

 

While this move has been welcomed by CPJ (Committee to 

Protect Journalists), Tissainayagam’s freedom to travel inside and 

outside Sri Lanka, the return of his journalist’s passport and importantly the 

possibility of reprisal, remain matters of concern. More ... 

GoSL aggravate fresh wounds by bulldozing burial sites  

Rajapakse's spiel of reconciliation and reconstruction prove to be a facade to 

silence the international community as sacred sites are continually being 

demolished and defaced including several burial grounds, the memorial of 

Thileepan and the childhood home of Prabhakaran: a complete disregard to the 

emotions of hundreds of thousands of Tamil victims who suffered decades of 

unimaginable horrors.  More... 

Fonseka’s court martial suspended 
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